Introduction
The potential for large explosive volcanic eruptions to influence weather and climate on regional and hemispheric scales has been much discussed in the literature (Lamb, 1970 and Bradley, 1988) . Numerous studies using instrumental temperature records and historical evidence of the timing and character of particular eruptions have sought to confirm and quantify the decreases in surface air temperatures expected to follow such eruptions (Sear et al., 1987) . Before the last one to two hundred years both the spatial coverage of instrumental temperature records and the completeness of the historic volcano record become increasingly poor and our ability to explore the pattern and magnitude of the volcano-climate link is severely hampered (Bradley and Jones, 1992) . index, although the magnitude of such peaks in any individual core may not allow the definite identification (Legrand and Delmas, 1987) Tree-rings with their annual resolution and absolute dating accuracy represent an important source of proxy climate data (Fritts, 1976 and Schweingruber, 1988 ). Where such records predominantly represent temperature forcing, attempts have been made to identify the volcanic influence in tree-ring or treering-derived temperature series (LaMarche and Hirschboek, 1984 and Scuderi, 1990). Individual tree-ring or temperature records may be influenced by volcanoes, but they are subject to other forms of natural variability which are not related to volcanism and which could obscure or exaggerate the apparent effects (Pyle, 1992 and Scuderi, 1992) . Volcanic effects on hemispheric-scale temperature are thought, on the basis of 20th century evidence, to be both statistically significant but relatively small (Sear et al., 1987) .
During the last decade, with the long-term aim of reconstructing large-scale regional temperature patterns, an extensive program of tree-ring sampling has been undertaken by the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (Schweingruber et al., 1991 ) . This work, which has attempted to reconstruct large-scale patterns of"summer" temperature variability, has also provided circumstantial evidence that volcanic activity may be one identifiable influence, although to an extent which varies with region (Briffa et al., 1992 (Briffa et al., , 1994 . Here, we take the opportunity to examine the evidence for large-regional-scale volcanic forcing of MXD and TRW variability using these networks of data over North America and Europe. in Europe. These may just reflect non-volcano-related cool summers but their magnitude justifies some speculation that they could be related to unknown eruptions. 
